The ultimate LED refit light; Sigma LED refit fixtures seamlessly replace power-hungry 20W halogen downlights without any need for extra wires and without labor-intensive reconfiguration to the boat’s ceiling or headliner. Used with a compatible halogen dimmer, enjoy uncompromised light output, color quality and performance without flickering, radio interference, or audible noise. Sigma is offered in three configurations; small, large and surface-mount.

For information on the Sigma Tri-Color, please turn to page 2 of this product sheet.

**An excellent choice for:**
- Halogen to LED retrofits
- 2-wire power & dimming
- Salons
- Staterooms
- Under-cabinets

**Features**
- Uses vessels existing 2-wire boat cabling
- 10-40VDC/AC input voltage
- Compatible with some existing halogen dimmers
- Small model fits common hole cut-out
- Large model with adapter plate fits a range of hole cut-outs
- Recessed models may be spring or screw-mounted

**Benefits**
- No additional wires to run for dimming
- Safe for use in 12V, 24V, or 32V systems
- Compatible for use with magnetic transformers (without dimmer)
- Optimized for use with the popular Intervolt halogen dimmer
- Drop-in replacement for most existing halogen recessed spots
Sigma Tri-Color Model

Sigma Tri-Color is based on our proven and reliable dual color powerLED platform with the addition of a 3rd driver circuit. It offers the user a choice between three different colors; red, blue or white. Like the original single color Sigma, the Tri-Color version is designed to be wired directly into the vessels existing two-wire cabling, simplifying halogen to LED retrofits. Unlike the single color Sigma, the Tri-Color version is not dimmable.

Imtra PowerLEDs let builders and boat owners enjoy all the advantages of the latest LED technology, backed by Imtra’s expertise, support and industry leading warranty. To see our full line of LED products, visit www.imtra.com.

www.imtra.com